Background
Introduction treatment may be deemed unsatisfactory, since it is this carry-over of responding from the clinic to natural settings that is the ultimate goal of any rehabilitation programme" (Thompson, 1989, pp196) . While Thompson's points are still relevant today, we are now more aware of the complexities involved in both defining and unravelling generalisation as a process and considering its relationship to wider benefits of intervention.
Describing generalisation: A framework
We propose conceiving generalisation along a linguistic continuum, with generalised change seen at the different linguistic levels (i.e. word, sentence, connected speech). Given the diversity of areas, the continuum is not seen as one of complexity but of linguistic contexts. We differentiate this from the impact of change, evidenced by the person's or others' judgement or perception, intimately related but not a part of this continuum. Table 1 sets out a framework that considers the linguistic level, the elicitation methods that are employed and the area of focus. While connected speech has been described by others in different, but no less acceptable, ways, e.g. spontaneous versus semispontaneous speech (Prins & Bastiaanse, 2004) , we have chosen to divide it according to the elicitation condition. Connected speech is elicited via (1) picture description, e.g. complex pictures or picture sequences, (2) monologues, such as production of a specific discourse genre, e.g. narrative, and (3) dialogues, such as seen in conversation. We propose that the latter two constitute a working definition of discourse, capturing the more complex, but different, demands of everyday speaking situations. In terms of focus, we have considered linguistic change in terms of lexical change, structural change (change in sentence structure or discourse structure), informativeness, i.e. the ability to convey a message (see Doyle, Goda, & Spencer, 1995; Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993) and changes in interaction (see table 1 ). Within level generalisation is defined as change to untreated stimuli within the same linguistic level as the focus of treatment e.g. generalisation from treated words to untreated words in a single word naming task, generalisation from treated sentence structures to untreated structures in a sentence production task. Within level generalisation will normally be response generalisation as the elicitation stimulus is generally the same. Across level generalisation is defined as change at a linguistic level different to the focus of treatment e.g. production of words treated at single word level in sentences, production of treated/untreated syntactic structures in connected speech following sentence level therapy. The change across levels generally involves a change of stimulus/condition so it will be stimulus generalisation. Consideration of what we have defined as 'impact' is no less important but beyond the scope of this paper.
(insert table 1 here)
Exploring the Evidence
The above framework is used to review the current evidence regarding therapies for spoken production, considering within and across level generalisation and exploring single word therapies, sentence production and discourse therapies. Two distinctions are drawn here. The first is between a) single level treatment -treatments that target a single linguistic level and b) multi-level treatment -treatments that target more than one level. The second is between studies that measure within level generalisation only and those which measure both within and across level generalisation. Due to the large body of literature, the review is selective and should be read as an application of the framework rather than an exhaustive or systematic review of treatment approaches. It is, however, considered representative and therefore has been used to identify the predictions we are currently able to make about generalisation and areas for future focus. Therapy literature was searched according to the level of treatment (word, sentence and discourse) and for studies with a linguistic (rather than compensatory or pragmatic) focus. Where review papers were available, these were taken first, to consider if there was discussion of generalisation and whether themes were identified.
Key therapy studies were also referred to when they investigated generalisation, particularly across level generalisation. The literature contained a large number of single case studies, some case series and some group studies; where therapy approaches overlapped, evidence from case series and groups studies was used as there had been replication across participants. Within the literature, a number of aspects were considered in detail including (a) the focus of therapy, (b) the overall treatment approach i.e. whether it was strategic or targeted the underlying difficulty, and (c) the measures used to monitor outcome, including generalisation.
Single level treatment
This section will consider the outcome of therapies targeting a single linguistic level, describing word, sentence and discourse therapies in turn. Understanding within level change is important for understanding mechanisms of change and importantly for predicting across level generalisation.
Word level therapies

Within level generalisation:
In therapy studies for noun and verb retrieval, there is perhaps the largest evidence of systematic study of within level generalisation i.e. whether improvement extends to untreated words. Scrutiny of findings, however, highlights variability in the extent of generalisation. In studies where strategic approaches have been used, generalisation is frequently reported. For example, participants have been taught to use access to intact orthographic information to support spoken production, including teaching grapheme to phoneme conversion to produce self-generated phonemic cues (e.g. Nickels, 1992) , use of cueing aids (e.g. Bruce & Howard, 1987) or use of a letter board (e.g. Howard & Harding, 1998) . Of the 19 participants described in Nickels' (2002) review paper who received strategic therapy, 13 showed generalisation to untreated items, emphasising that once a strategy was learned, it could be applied across items; the success of the strategy was mainly limited by co-occurring difficulties (Nickels, 1992) . Where therapy has focused on directly improving impaired word retrieval (see table 2 for summary of case series studies), limited numbers of participants (21/69 in studies reported in table 2) show some generalisation to untreated words. On closer examination, however, these numbers may be reduced further, as in some cases, generalisation may reflect variability in performance across multiple testing periods as gains are not specifically related to the period of treatment (Fillingham, Sage, & Lambon Ralph, 2006) . Other studies (e.g. Carragher, Sage, & Conroy, 2013) highlight that gains on untreated items are not maintained over time.
The underlying nature of the impairment is one factor that may influence whether generalisation is seen. Best and colleagues (Best et al., 2013) analysed the data from two studies investigating the effect of phonological cues and orthographic cues (described in Best, Greenwood, Grassly, & Hickin, 2008; Hickin, Best, Herbert, Howard, & Osborne, 2002) to determine whether generalisation to untreated items was related to participants' language profiles. Their analysis showed there was minimal change in the naming of untreated items across all participants but generalisation was more likely to be seen in participants with relatively good semantics and poor phonological encoding, i.e. a post-lexical deficit identified by a high proportion of phonological errors and the presence of a length effect. This profile is consistent with other participants (e.g. Fisher, Wilshire, & Ponsford, 2009 ) who show within level generalisation. Other participants, for example, in the Leonard et al. (2008) and Raymer et al. (2012) studies, and participant GF (Robson, Marshall, Pring, & Chiat, 1998) also produced phonological errors and showed generalisation, although the authors attributed their difficulties to a lexical deficit. In these studies, generalised gains were attributed to improved lexical access (Robson et al., 1998) or spreading activation within the phonological system (Leonard et al., 2008) . It should also be noted that, in a study of four participants with a combination of lexical and post-lexical phonological impairments, generalised improvement was not seen (Waldron, Whitworth, & Howard, 2011) .
There has also been considerable debate as to whether the focus of therapy and the therapy task influences generalisation. Initial case studies of semantic-based therapy involving selection or generation of semantic features reported generalisation to untreated words (see Boyle (2010) for a detailed review of these studies). A notable feature of these studies, however, is that they all involved small word sets where the gains in word retrieval arose from small changes in the number of words retrieved. They also involved repeated probing and therefore gains on untreated words may have been a consequence of repeated attempts to name rather than generalisation per se (Boyle, 2010; Howard, 2000; Nickels, 2002) .
Across level generalisation:
Across level generalisation (within single level treatments at word level) refers to when change is seen in the use of treated and/or untreated words at sentence level or within connected speech. Despite the large number of studies investigating therapy for noun retrieval, there has been minimal consideration of across level generalisation, with only isolated examples in single case studies. Rose and Douglas (2008) investigated generalisation across contexts using procedural discourse designed to elicit words within treated categories, e.g. describing 'going to the zoo' to elicit 'animals'. Single word gains in the retrieval of treated words were associated with an increased number of nouns in discourse. A number of studies have used Nicholas and Brookshire's correct information unit (CIU) analysis (Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993) to investigate changes in the informativeness of connected speech (picture description and monologues) following word retrieval therapy. Boyle and Coelho (1995) investigated changes in connected speech following SFA therapy; no across level generalisation was seen, with no change in mean words per minute, mean CIU per minute or percentage words that were correct CIU. Another study (Spencer et al., 2000) did find an increase in percentage of CIUs after phonological therapy resulting in generalised gains at single word level. Best, Howard, Bruce and Gatehouse (1997) reported gains in communicative effectiveness (as rated by naïve listeners) following their strategic cue therapy and there was also an increase in the number of content words produced during picture description; these gains were seen alongside generalised gains across treated and untreated items at single word level. Generalised across level effects of therapy for phonological difficulties have also been reported by Franklin, Buerk and Howard (2002) and Rose, Douglas and Matyas (2002) , with both studies reporting a reduction in phonological errors in connected speech (narrative or conversation respectively). In the latter study, content words per substantive turn was also measured and did not increase.
There has been greater consideration of across level generalisation in studies of verb retrieval, possibly reflecting the integral role that verbs play in sentence production. Studies have investigated gains at sentence level and/or in connected speech. Within level gains in the retrieval of treated verbs have been accompanied by improvement in sentence production around treated verbs (e.g. Raymer & Ellsworth, 2002) . More general gains are also seen around untreated verbs or on general tests of sentence production (Boo & Rose, 2011; Rose & Douglas, 2008) . Gains appear to be independent of the nature of therapy and the underlying verb deficit although co-occurring syntactic deficits can restrict improvement (e.g. Mitchum & Berndt, 1994; Raymer & Ellsworth, 2002) . In conversation, the participants in Carragher et al. 's study (2013) showed no significant change in the number of verbs retrieved following verb therapy. There was no correlation between verb naming ability and verb retrieval in conversation or between improvement in verb naming for either treated or untreated verbs and change in the number of verbs retrieved in conversation. There have, however, been some individual participants who have shown an increase in the number of verbs produced in picture description (Boo & Rose, 2011; Rose & Sussmilch, 2008) and in conversation (Carragher et al., 2013; Rose & Sussmilch, 2008) .
Key Themes: Current evidence suggests that within level generalisation at the single word level is influenced by treatment approach, the focus of therapy and the underlying impairment. No difference is seen between studies targeting verb or noun retrieval. If treatment teaches a strategy, widespread generalisation to untreated words is more likely to be seen (Nickels, 2002) . If the focus is on strengthening the link between word meaning and word form, no generalisation is predicted (Howard, 2000) ; this item specific change is seen in the majority of participants. For people with phonological deficits, particularly those with post-lexical difficulties, generalisation to untreated words is sometimes seen (Best et al., 2013) . There is currently minimal evidence to suggest differential gains as a consequence of specific therapy techniques although some tasks may result in participants developing their own strategies. If there is an assumption that there is spreading activation between words that share either semantic or phonological features and tasks strengthen those connections (Boyle & Coelho, 1995; Leonard et al., 2008) , generalisation might be predicted to untreated words that share those features but with no generalisation to unrelated words; the evidence to support this, however, is currently limited by the design of the studies.
The paucity of investigations looking at the impact of noun retrieval therapy on the production of sentences and connected speech highlights the need for further research. With the majority of participants showing minimal within level generalisation to untreated nouns, it is predicted that across level gains will be restricted to treated nouns; this makes measurement very challenging with specific contexts needed to elicit the words (as in Rose & Sussmilch, 2008 ). In cases where within level generalisation is reported, wider change in lexical context or informativeness is predicted and has been seen in some participants; further investigation is, however, needed. Across level generalisation is more widespread following verb therapy, with wider changes in structural and lexical content; possible explanations for these changes will be considered in the later section exploring the effects of multi-level therapy on verb and sentence production.
Sentence level therapies
This section will consider generalisation as a consequence of sentence level treatment, focusing on two frequently reported therapy types:-verb-centred mapping therapies (see Marshall, 1995 for review) and Treatment of Underlying Forms (TUF) (see Thompson & Shapiro, 2007; Thompson, Shapiro, Kiran, & Sobecks, 2003 , for detailed reviews). Generalisation has been considered within level, investigating improvement to different sentence types, and across level to more widespread gains in connected speech. The issue of generalisation for sentence level therapies is complicated by the fact that therapies often have a comprehension focus with the aim of improving sentence production; this constitutes cross-modality generalisation.
Within level generalisation: Verb-centred mapping therapies focus on identifying the verb and other sentence components in written sentences, with the aim of increasing awareness of sentence structure and thereby improving production. TUF, reported in a large number of studies by Thompson and colleagues, is an adapted version of mapping therapy for complex structures e.g. passives, questions, object relatives (see Thompson & Shapiro, 2007; Thompson et al., 2003) . TUF involves the identification of sentence components in an active sentence, followed by instructions about how to manipulate the constituents to produce the complex form. Within level, some generalisation has been seen across sentence types following both therapies. For mapping therapy, the most prominent form of generalisation reported is from verb based transitive structures (e.g. the doctor shoots the vicar) to reversible locative structures (e.g. the cloud is above the plane) and vice versa (Byng & Coltheart, 1986; Haendiges, Berndt, & Mitchum, 1996; Jones, 1986) . TUF studies are based on strong theoretical predictions that, following treatment, gains will be seen across structures that are linguistically similar, with no gains in linguistically different structures; studies have shown this to be evident. For example, studies have reported that training structures involving 'wh' movement (e.g. object 'wh' questions, object cleft) results in gains to other structures with 'wh' movement but no change in structures involving noun phrase movement (e.g. passives, subject raising sentences) and vice versa. Generalisation was enhanced when treatment started with the most complex structures . This led Thompson to propose the Complexity Account of Treatment Efficacy (CATE) which states that training complex structures results in generalisation to less complex structures when/if untrained structures encompass processes relevant to the treated ones. No generalisation is seen from simple to complex structures.
Across level generalisation:
In therapies that have focused on sentence production, across level gains have been reported in connected speech, primarily narratives. At the broadest level for the verb centred mapping therapies and TUF, this shows cross-modality generalisation, with therapy focused on comprehension resulting in gains in production. The mapping therapies have resulted in an increased use of verbs and in an increase in verb argument structures, (Byng & Coltheart, 1986; Jones, 1986) although differences are seen across participants (Byng, Nickels, & Black, 1994) . Gains in connected speech are also reported following TUF (e.g. Ballard & Thompson, 1999) , with improvement on both lexical and structural measures for some participants; quantitative gains were accompanied by improved ratings from naïve listeners on measures of content, coherence and fluency.
Key Themes: Within level generalisation has been demonstrated following sentence level therapy, although this is dependent on the linguistic similarity between and relative complexity of treated and untreated structures. Across level generalisation to connected speech has also been seen and may reflect either use of the sentences which improve at sentence level or wider gains across sentence types. There is not necessarily an increase in the use of targeted structures following mapping therapy or TUF (Mitchum, Greenwald, & Berndt, 2000) but these structures e.g. subject relatives, object clefts etc. are low frequency structures and may not be elicited within the samples (Roland, Dick, & Elman, 2007) . Alternatively, the metalinguistic focus may increase awareness of the sentence components and provide a strategy for producing them, resulting in wider gains across sentences; if this is the case, the generalisation may reflect the use of the strategy rather than improved thematic mapping (Mitchum et al., 2000) .
Discourse level therapies
When considering generalisation of intervention, the discussion would not be complete without exploring the discourse level. While considerable attention has been directed to how narrative structure can be analysed and whether discourse elements are impaired in aphasia (e.g. Glosser & Deser, 1991; Ulatowska, North, & Macaluso-Haynes, 1981 ), a limited number of studies have attempted to intervene in these behaviours and/or subsequently measured whether generalisation takes place to untreated discourse. Within level, we need to explore whether discourse therapies generalise to other discourse tasks or to contexts that are not specifically treated.
Within level generalisation:
Some examples are present in the literature where whole task training has been used and within level generalisation has been measured. Hinckley and Carr (2005) , for example, focused on improving communication in a personally relevant discourse task (ordering from a catalogue). Therapy involved repeated practice of the trained discourse task, with the person problem solving and developing strategies to achieve effective communication. Following therapy, significant improvement was seen in the trained discourse task but there was no generalisation to performance on the CADL-2 which involves other everyday scenarios; generalisation to related discourse tasks was therefore not seen. Within level generalisation was also explored by Youmans, Holland, Muñoz and Bourgeois (2005) who evaluated the effect of script training for personally relevant discourse. Training moved from repeated repetition of phrases to independent production of script. Following therapy, trained scripts became more automatic, more fluently produced and natural, with increased flexibility (i.e. some variation from initial script). Generalisation was seen with some use of the trained script in conversation and with novel conversation partners. There was, however, no generalisation to untrained discourse topics.
Key Themes: There has been limited investigation of within level generalisation at discourse level.
Where it has been considered, there has been no generalisation to untrained discourse tasks or topics. One possible explanation contributing to this may be the relatively underdeveloped frameworks available for measuring different discourse, along with the limited availability of assessment tools at the discourse level that permit therapy targets to be measured in novel (within level) contexts or across genres.
Multi-level treatment
This section will consider generalisation as a consequence of treatments which work across multiple linguistic levels. The treatments aim to maximise change by providing a more natural context for therapy and/or promoting generalisation to everyday communication. The section is divided into different types of studies:-i) word and sentence ii) word and connected speech iii) sentence and discourse and iv) word, sentence and discourse. As therapy occurs across levels in these studies, it is often difficult to determine whether generalisation is within or across level, particularly if treatments occur simultaneously.
Word and sentence level therapies
There are a number of therapies which combine work on verb and sentence production, reflecting the centrality of verbs for sentence production. Bastiaanse and colleagues (Bastiaanse, Hurkmans, & Links, 2006; Links, Hurkmans, & Bastiaanse, 2010) have suggested that verbs should not be treated in isolation and that sentences should always be the starting context for therapy. Combined approaches have also been selected due to the co-occurrence of verb and argument structure difficulties (Webster, Morris, & Franklin, 2005) . Therapy techniques are diverse, including treating verbs within a sentence context, combining work on verb retrieval and sentence production or aiming to increase awareness of verb argument structure by focusing on verbs and their associated nouns. A detailed description of the varied therapies is beyond the scope of this paper (see Conroy, Sage, & Lambon Ralph, 2006; Webster & Whitworth, 2012 for reviews). Webster and Whitworth (2012) reviewed individual therapy studies and reported improvement at single word level, in sentence production and in connected speech. This review demonstrates that, as with studies of single word verb retrieval therapy, the studies with a combined focus on verbs and sentences result in item specific gains at word level. At sentence level, some studies/participants show structural improvements in sentence production, with significant gains on general sentence production tests (e.g. Edwards & Tucker, 2006; Links et al., 2010) and in sentence production around both treated and untreated verbs (e.g. Edmonds, Nadeau, & Kiran, 2009; Schneider & Thompson, 2003) . Across level, gains in connected speech are reported with change in lexical content (e.g. Links et al., 2010) , on structural measures (e.g. Edmonds et al., 2009; Links et al., 2010; Schneider & Thompson, 2003) and informativeness (e.g. Wambaugh & Ferguson, 2007) . There is, however, extensive variability in the elicitation methods, the specific measures used to capture lexical and structural change and the extent to which change is seen across participants, across elicitation methods and across measures.
Key Themes: There are similarities between the outcome of single word verb therapy and multi-level therapy combining verb and sentence therapy, and hence, this discussion considers both. Specific gains at single word level are accompanied by gains in the use of treated verbs at sentence level; this provides robust evidence that improving lexical access at single word level also improves lexical access at sentence level. As with nouns, given the minimal generalisation to untreated verbs in a single word context, it might be predicted that across-level gains would be restricted to the retrieval of treated verbs (Conroy, Sage, & Lambon Ralph, 2009c) . However, as previously highlighted there seems to be a difference between nouns and verbs. Following verb therapy (whether single level or multi-level), some generalised lexical gains at sentence level and in connected speech are reported and these are accompanied by gains on structural measures i.e. improved sentence production. This suggests the predictions for across level generalisation for nouns and verbs are different; this could reflect the centrality of verbs for sentence production but the mechanism for generalisation remains unclear. Edwards and Tucker (2006) suggested that general improvements in sentence production should be seen as therapy is enhancing the retrieval of the category of verbs rather than specific verbs. Improving lexical access may benefit sentence production by freeing up processing resources (Linebarger, McCall, & Berndt, 2004) ; this would predict generalised gains although there may still be a difference between sentences containing treated and untreated verbs (as in Schneider & Thompson, 2003) . Alternatively, combining work on verbs and nouns may engage argument structure information, thereby maximising potential generalisation to sentence production (Mitchum et al., 2000) . In this case, gains may extend beyond treated verbs and nouns if therapy increases the participant's awareness of the role of verbs in sentences and provides a general strategy to specify the argument structure (thinking about 'who', 'what to', 'what with' and 'where') (Webster et al., 2005) . Although there is evidence of across level generalisation on both lexical and structural measures, the different elicitation methods and measures used make it difficult to compare across studies; there is a need, therefore, to systematically compare the outcome of single word therapy and the different types of multi-level therapy.
Word and connected speech level therapies
There have been a number of studies which have worked on word retrieval with the explicit involvement of connected speech as one of the contexts for therapy (see Boyle, 2011 for a review).
Herbert and colleagues (Herbert, Best, Hickin, Howard, & Osborne, 2003) reported on therapy combining traditional noun therapy involving orthographic and phonological cues with 'interactional' therapy. Interactional therapy was designed to elicit target words in a more naturalistic context, e.g. producing a shopping list or in conversation, potentially facilitating generalisation across levels to everyday communication. The effect of interactional therapy was considered in relation to gains in the naming of treated and untreated items as well as in a task assessing production of targeted nouns in more everyday scenarios. Therapy resulted in item specific gains in picture naming for five of the six participants and an increase in the communicative use of the target words. However, contrary to Herbert et al. (2003) , minimal gains were seen following interactional therapy in a subsequent case series study involving eight participants .
Several studies have combined semantic feature analysis (SFA) and discourse tasks (Antonucci, 2009; Boyle, 2004; Peach & Reuter, 2010) . These studies used primarily picture based tasks, either describing sequences (Boyle, 2004; Peach & Reuter, 2010) or within a barrier task in a group (Antonucci, 2009) . SFA was used when word retrieval difficulties were evident, either as they arose within the context of the discourse (Antonucci, 2009; Boyle, 2004) or following the discourse task (Peach & Reuter, 2010) . The studies, therefore, varied in the extent particular words were treated using SFA. The treated words did not necessarily show improvement in a single word context but gains in connected speech were seen, with improvement beyond the specific words treated. In each of the studies, participants showed change in either the number or percentage of CIU (Nicholas & Brookshire, 1993) , resulting in greater informativeness.
Key Themes: The reported variations in therapy outcome highlights the need for further investigation into the relationship between lexical retrieval at single word level and in connected speech. The use of more natural everyday contexts may be needed to promote generalisation of the use of targeted words in connected speech but may not be sufficient (without structured repetitive tasks) to produce specific gains in word retrieval. Overall gains in informativeness are seen in the studies combining SFA and discourse tasks. While Boyle (2011) suggests this is 'reflective of a generalised improvement in word retrieval abilities' (p. 1322), the mechanism for the improvement and the extent to which the discourse component was crucial for producing the gains is not clear.
Sentence and discourse level therapies
There is limited evidence currently describing therapy involving the sentence and discourse level. Murray, Timberlake and Eberle (2007) , in their single case study, introduced a 'discourse training module' to their TUF therapy protocol, with the aim of enhancing generalisation to discourse and increasing the communicative value of therapy. Targeted syntactic structures were embedded within a discourse framework, with stimuli from newspapers and magazines. Therapy focused on training written sentence and discourse production but as the effects were measured in both spoken and written discourse (narrative and procedural discourse), the study is included here. Therapy resulted in the same patterns of within level generalisation as traditional TUF therapy; gains were seen in the written production of treated structures and linguistically similar untreated structures with no improvement in unrelated structures. Similar cross-modality gains were seen in spoken production.
At discourse level, gains were also seen in both spoken and written discourse, with lexical (number of substantive verbs) and structural (MLU) changes and improved informativeness (number and percentage of CIU). As changes in connected speech are seen following traditional TUF, it is not clear whether the discourse component was necessary to produce these gains.
Word, sentence and discourse level therapies
We now describe studies that combine work on words, sentences and discourse, either within a single task or across tasks used concurrently. Milman, Vega-Mendoza and Clendenen (2014) Findings from this study showed that within level generalisation was seen at both the word and discourse levels, with gains seen in naming of untreated verbs and in the use of taught discourse structures across a range of everyday discourse genres. No within level generalisation was seen at the sentence level. With respect to across level generalisation, gains in single word (verb use) and sentence production were evident in discourse. What is noteworthy about this study was the systematic attempt to measure both within and across level generalisation at each of the language levels, including discourse. 
Exploring the Issues
The review of the above evidence demonstrates that there are clear directions offered in the literature to date, particularly with respect to within level generalisation, and quite systematic attempts being made to progress our understanding of this complex area. It is also clear, however, that the evidence base remains mixed, with particular questions remaining around prediction and measurement.
Using theory and evidence to predict change: selecting the right pond If we return to the fishing analogy, when thinking about the context for measuring generalisation we need to consider into which pond to cast our line. We need to approach this from a theoretically motivated, evidence based position, both predicting in advance what generalisation of treatment effects we expect and having clear hypotheses why. In many instances, it is highly appropriate to look within level for evidence that therapy has worked -this will extend and build our understanding of the connectivity between words, the relationship between sentence types and different discourse genres. We may also seek to examine the effect of therapy across linguistic levels, being both led by the evidence and by our linguistic theories. When therapies are multi-level, the distinction between within and across level generalisation may be blurred, particularly if levels are targeted simultaneously rather than sequentially.
With respect to within level effects, our review has highlighted that generalisation has been reported as a consequence of single word, sentence and discourse therapies but that it is not universal. The importance of this, as Thompson highlighted in relation to response generalisation, is that if within level generalisation does not occur, we need to train all of the responses (i.e. all of the words or sentence structures needed). As this is often an unrealistic aim, we need to, crucially, focus on what is functionally useful. At the single word level, there is more evidence of generalisation when therapy involves the use of a strategy and, if a strategic therapy is appropriate (based on evidence and pre-requisite abilities), this may maximise therapy gains. With lexical therapies which result in items specific gains, it is crucial to choose materials that are relevant to the person (see Renvall, Nickels, & Davidson, 2013a; 2013b for detailed discussion). Appreciating this distinction does not detract from lexical therapies targeting specific words, especially as people with aphasia frequently have a need to learn particular lexical items, and there is robust evidence that lexical access can be improved with practice. The capacity of individuals to learn strategies, often related to their residual language functions, is also variable, a factor that will heavily influence the therapy approach. At the sentence level, evidence suggests we need a robust understanding of the linguistic similarity between structures, possibly focusing on the most complex structures first (Thompson & Shapiro, 2007) . Discourse remains a relatively untapped area.
From the current evidence, across level generalisation is more difficult to predict but it is an awareness and understanding of these changes that is a crucial aspect of evaluating the communicative value of therapy. From single level therapy, our review has shown that there has been limited investigation of the generalisation of noun retrieval therapy to sentence production and connected speech. There is some evidence of treated words being used more frequently but measuring these specific gains has been, and remains, challenging. There is also limited evidence of more generalised gains in conversation but these are only present where participants have shown generalised gains across treated and untreated nouns at single word level. Single word verb therapies have been shown to result in improved sentence production but, again, change in connected speech has received fairly minimal attention. Where connected speech has been measured following sentence level therapies, both lexical and structural gains have been reported. Across the studies, the importance of considering an individual's communication profile, their strengths and co-occurring difficulties has been emphasised and is likely to contribute to variability in therapy outcome; this reinforces the value of studies where there are multiple participants profiled and studied.
Gains across levels have been considered more comprehensively in studies investigating multi-level therapies. These studies are, however, very diverse and highlight the complexity of studying therapy effects and generalisation. Some therapies work primarily at one level with the subsequent introduction of tasks to promote generalisation of single word gains to everyday communication.
Some therapy tasks work across levels (within a single task), for example, combining work on verbs and sentences or embedding work on word retrieval and sentence production within a discourse context. Some studies describe concurrent use of different tasks which work across level. Milman et al., (2014) advocate three key reasons for using therapies that incorporate different linguistic levelsthe interconnected nature of linguistic networks, the potential facilitation of generalisation to everyday communication and the reality of clients having multiple difficulties. Interventions spanning different levels potentially allow multiple difficulties to be tackled simultaneously and recognise the relationship between levels. However, understanding the benefits of multi-level interventions relies on our ability to describe the therapy components, identify therapy gains, and where possible, directly link the change(s) to a component of the therapy.
Measuring predicted generalisation: selecting the right bait
When we have identified the context (the pond), we still need to consider how to measure therapy effects, including generalisation, i.e. which bait to use. In measuring change, it can be tempting to seek evidence of generalisation using a wide range of measures with the hope that something will show change. This non-discriminatory sampling may identify change due to the amount of comparisons and measures but will not further our understanding as to why change took place. This is quite different to starting therapy with clear predictions about the change expected (within and across levels) and using reliable and valid measures to assess relevant behaviours and predicted change (within and across levels).
When assessing within-level generalisation, a range of constrained tasks have been used. There is generally a high degree of similarity between the therapy task and assessment task although the stimuli may vary in complexity, e.g. typical/atypical words, simple/complex sentences. As tasks are designed to identify specific change in treated words/structures and specific patterns of within level generalisation, standardised assessments are generally not used. Constrained tasks, such as picture naming are easy to administer, can be well controlled and have a high degree of test re-test reliability (Herbert, Hickin, Howard, Osborne, & Best, 2008) . There is, however, debate as to whether the constrained tasks are ecologically valid (Ferguson & Armstrong, 1996; Herbert et al., 2008; Mayer & Murray, 2003) . In order to address this, some studies (Herbert et al., 2008; Mayer & Murray, 2003) have looked at the relationship between lexical retrieval across contexts, with contrasting findings and conclusions. Herbert et al. (2008) showed a strong correlation between single word naming scores and lexical retrieval measures in conversation. They concluded 'that word retrieval in picture description and conversation are quantitatively related' (p195) and that picture naming was a valid assessment of word retrieval. In contrast, Mayer and Murray (2003) found performance on a naming task was a predictor of aphasia severity but not of word retrieval in picture description and conversation. While these studies do consider the extent to which processes are shared across levels, it remains unclear as to what this correlational data can add to the debate about generalisation of therapy effects. There has been limited investigation of the relationship between other measures e.g. constrained measures of sentence production and sentence production in connected speech, although there is evidence that the presentation of syntactic difficulties may change across language testing and conversational contexts (Beeke, Wilkinson, & Maxim, 2003) .
Measuring across level generalisation is more complex. There are inherent differences across language levels such that the change of task/stimulus, the demands on linguistic and cognitive processing (Conroy et al., 2009c) and the impact of co-occurring difficulties, all need to be considered. Conroy et al. (2009c) investigated whether gains following naming therapy for nouns and verbs were seen in picture naming, picture supported narratives and unsupported narratives.
Post-therapy, they showed a step wise decrement in naming accuracy across the three contexts, arguing that the processes in lexical retrieval overlapped but that the production of narratives was more linguistically, cognitively and pragmatically more demanding. This may suggest a continuum with the relative complexity of the task influencing the extent to which change is seen.
Conversation as the gold standard: Is it the prize catch?
As discussed at the outset, in seeking to demonstrate generalisation, clinicians are encouraged to look for change in everyday communication, with conversation frequently viewed as the 'gold standard'. Analysing linguistic change in dialogic discourse in a reliable way is, however, difficult. We know, for example, that conversation depends on the nature and interaction of the topic, levels of interest and motivation, and the relationship between conversation partners, each influencing the linguistic content and resulting in variability across speakers and time (Carragher et al., 2012) .There have been some attempts to measure lexical and structural changes in conversation following therapy (see Carragher et al., 2012 for review) , with studies acknowledging the challenges posed by sample variability. However, many studies have used other elicitation contexts e.g. picture description or monologic discourse tasks e.g. story narrative, recount, procedure and exposition (see discourse protocol in Whitworth, Claessen, Leitão, & Webster, under review) . With the increased constraint, there is more control over the sample (in terms of specific words, sentence and discourse structure) and more reliability across different samples. While not claiming to capture the interactive nature of communication, these sampling contexts enable identification of features that are different to the production of healthy speakers, allow comparison between individuals, and promote monitoring of performance over time (Carragher et al., 2012; Lind et al., 2009 ). There is still, however, even within these contexts, considerable variation across speakers (including healthy speakers) (Webster, Franklin, & Howard, 2007) and across time, particularly in people with aphasia (Cameron, Wambaugh, & Mauszycki, 2010) , such that test re-test reliability and sensitivity to both impairment and change may be limited. This reinforces the need for repeated sampling and emphasises that understanding variation is important in demonstrating gains as a consequence of generalisation (Carragher et al., 2012) . The relative length of such prescriptive monologues, however, often being quite short, does introduce concern as to how representative they are of a person's ability (see discussion in Armstrong, 2000) .
There is a need to understand the relationship between elicitation conditions in order to identify reliable and valid measures of improvement. Crucial differences exist between picture description, narrative and conversation which may influence the overall complexity of the task (Conroy et al., 2009c) as well as making specific demands on other aspects of processing (e.g. vision, memory).
These differences include the picture support available (with the corresponding access to semantics), flexibility in terms of choice of words and/or sentence type, the contrasting demands of monologue and the dyadic nature of conversation (both in relation to the levels of structure required and the support, or otherwise, offered by the conversation partner), and the demands of comprehension. These different demands (both cognitive and interactional) mean that change may be differentially seen in conversation and other types of connected speech.
The lack of consensus around contexts and standardisation across elicitation methods is accompanied by uncertainty about which measures to use, i.e. what are the relevant variables that are sensitive to the predicted change and can they be measured in a reliable way, keeping in mind that different variables are likely to be associated with different linguistic change. Within the studies reported earlier, different measures of lexical and structural gains have been shown to be differentially sensitive. For example, type token ratio may be capturing lexical diversity whereas proportion of words used only once may reflect lexical richness (Lind et al., 2009) . The sensitivity of the measure chosen may also depend on the denominator used. For example, Herbert et al. (2008) showed a significant relationship between single word naming and content words as a proportion of turns or substantive turns but no relationship between single word naming and content words as a proportion of speech units. These examples highlight the complexity involved in identifying which measures are the most relevant to capture generalisation. Identifying measures that are relevant and simple and applicable to the clinical setting is also crucial (Lind et al., 2009) . We need to understand the relationship between tasks, the measures that are sensitive to impairment and the relationship between specific lexical and structural measures and measures of informativeness and interaction. This will then enable us to understand the relationship between change across tasks and between linguistic levels. It may also enable us to reduce the amount of sampling we carry out, undertaking theoretically motivated assessment and yet saving considerable time and effort for the clinician, researcher and, importantly, person with aphasia.
Conclusions
The aim of therapy is to maximise gains in everyday communication, reduce the disability associated with aphasia, and promote increased participation. Within clinical services, therapists are accountable for demonstrating that therapy has been effective and has produced gains that are meaningful to the person with aphasia. This requires demonstration of both the specific linguistic gains that result from targeted therapy and the overall impact of therapy. This paper has focused on the linguistic gains seen within and across levels that demonstrate change beyond explicit therapy targets. We are currently limited in the extent to which we can predict the degree of generalisation that follows treatment; this is a direct consequence of our underdeveloped understanding of the relationship between linguistic levels and between change across those levels. A stronger understanding will emerge from (i) applying knowledge of linguistic therapy to predictions (ii) systematic testing of predictions about across level generalisation (iii) intervention studies that investigate the effects of single level and multi-level therapies, with systematic consideration of within level and across level effects and, finally, (iv) our continued investigation of the relationship between constrained tasks and connected speech, and between different types of connected speech. The impact of therapy on the person's perception of their ability and overall wellbeing, and how this relates to any linguistic change, is no less important. Just as there is a need to understand generalisation across linguistic levels, the relationship between linguistic change and impact also needs systematic evaluation. A greater understanding of the relationship between tasks, between levels and between linguistic change and impact, should also allow us to measure therapy effectiveness in a more efficient way. It is time to stop 'fishing' in an indiscriminate way. The evidence base is building and our challenge is to make clear, well defined and specific predictions about generalisation and evaluate these with appropriate measurement tools.
